
Using	computational	chemistry	to	understand	
oxygen-related	diseases	of	the	heart	and	lungs

The average person rarely considers the antithesis of life-sustaining oxygen.  The 
molecule can, in certain situations, become an aggressive, toxic chemical. At the center 
of this about-face are oxygen-based radicals − generally called reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) − that have an unpaired electron. Collectively called “oxidative stress,” changes 
in ROS concentration accompany many ailments, including heart disease, lung 
damage, tumor growth and aging. 
 Because ROS are unstable and short-lived, detection through traditional means 
has been challenging. However, an Ohio State University team of multidisciplinary 
researchers is developing more effective means for monitoring them, in part by using 
the supercomputers at the Ohio Supercomputer Center. 
 “We’re using computational chemistry models to develop new classes of spin 
traps,” said Christopher Hadad, Ph.D, a professor of chemistry at Ohio State. Spin  
traps are chemical scavengers that react with the oxygen-based radicals to create 
stable compounds; these can then be examined using electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) spectroscopy. 
 “Our project includes finding non-toxic spin traps that last long enough to use 
EPR spectroscopy, can be successfully administered, and uniquely mark each reactive 
oxygen species, ” Dr. Hadad said. 
 These computational studies complement experimental efforts by other team 
members. “The computational chemistry models help narrow our decisions on which 
spin traps to make and test in vivo,” said Frederick Villamena, Ph.D., an assistant 
professor at OSU’s Heart and Lung Research Institute. “Eventually, we hope this work 
will enable the development of medications that prevent oxidative stress, instead of 
today’s practice of treating the effects after an event.”  ■

Rice serves as the staple food for more than half the world’s population, especially in 
tropical Latin America, and East, South and Southeast Asia. Additionally, rice is used in 
products such as straw and rope, paper, wine, crackers, beer, cosmetics, packing mate-
rial − even toothpaste. 
 To safeguard such an essential global resource, scientists at  The Ohio State Univer-
sity are using supercomputers to study rice’s genetic information. In particular, they’re 
looking for ways to combat diseases such as rice blast, a fungus that attacks rice and 
many other grasses and sedges that can reduce crop yields by up to 50 percent.
 “Our research focuses on understanding how plants and their pathogens interact 
at the molecular level and how biochemical reactions control disease resistance,” said 
Guo-Liang Wang, Ph.D., a professor in OSU’s department of plant pathology. “Our long-
term goal is to genetically engineer plants for disease resistance in such a way as to 
reduce reliance on environmentally damaging pesticides.”
 Dr. Wang and his research team also are developing new genomics tools and 
resources for functional analysis of the rice genome. 
 “Bioinformatic tools developed by OSC experts are essential in analyzing this 
huge set of sequence data,” said Dr. Wang. “Six papers have been published from the 
collaboration with the OSC team in the last three years.”  ■

Plant	pathologist	analyzes	disease	resistance		
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“We	are	currently	using	rice	as	the	model	plant	because	it	is	one	of	the	most	
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